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Abstract12
Equatorial deep jets (EDJ) are vertically stacked, downward propagating zonal cur-13
rents that alternate in direction with depth. In the tropical Atlantic, they have been shown14
to influence both surface conditions and tracer variability. Despite their importance, the15
EDJ are absent in most ocean models. Here we show that EDJ can be generated in an16
idealized ocean model when the model is driven only by the convergence of the merid-17
ional flux of intraseasonal zonal momentum diagnosed from a companion model run driven18
by steady wind forcing, corroborating the recent theory that intraseasonal momentum19
flux convergence maintains the EDJ. Additionally, the EDJ in our model nonlinearly gen-20
erate mean zonal currents at intermediate depths that show similarities in structure to21
the observed circulation in the deep equatorial Atlantic, indicating their importance for22
simulating the tropical ocean mean state.23
Plain Language Summary24
In the tropical Atlantic Ocean between 500 m and 2000 m depth, a system of ocean25
currents called equatorial deep jets (EDJ) can be found. This current system consists26
of multiple currents or jets stacked on top of each other and flowing along the equator,27
alternately (in the vertical) to the east and to the west. The entire system of currents28
moves slowly downwards, such that at a fixed depth, the flow direction reverses period-29
ically. The EDJ are suggested to influence the weather at the ocean surface, as well as30
the transport of substances in the deep ocean, for example oxygen that is essential for31
much of oceanic life. Despite this, their driving mechanisms are not yet fully understood,32
and they are not yet present in most ocean model simulations.33
We show here an idealized ocean model experiment that strongly supports the re-34
cently developed theory that the EDJ draw most of their flow energy from the interac-35
tion with oceanic equatorial waves with a period of about a month. We also show that,36
when the EDJ are included in our simulation, a set of mean ocean currents develops that37
shows similarities to what has been measured in the deep tropical Atlantic Ocean.38
1 Introduction39
The tropical oceans are characterized by strong zonal current systems. One exam-40
ple are the equatorial deep jets (EDJ) that were first discovered in the Indian Ocean in41
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the 1970s by Luyten and Swallow (1976). Later, it was found that there are EDJ in all42
three ocean basins (Hayes & Milburn, 1980; Leetmaa & Spain, 1981; Firing, 1987; Gou-43
riou et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 2002; Johnson & Zhang, 2003). The EDJ take the form44
of vertically stacked zonal currents along the equator that alternate in direction with depth.45
Whereas their vertical wavelength is on the order of a few hundred meters, their zonal46
structure is coherent over scales comparable to the width of the ocean basins (Gouriou47
et al., 1999; Johnson & Zhang, 2003; Youngs & Johnson, 2015). Their meridional struc-48
ture is that of equatorially trapped waves with exponential amplitude decay away from49
the equator, although there has been some debate about the length scale of this decay50
which is larger than expected based on inviscid theory (Johnson & Zhang, 2003; Great-51
batch et al., 2012). Their vertical scale is thought to be set by the instability, or reso-52
nant triad interaction, of intraseasonal waves (Hua et al., 2008) that are, in turn, excited53
through instabilities in the western boundary currents (d’Orgeville et al., 2007) or in the54
upper ocean currents (Ascani et al., 2015). Much of the variability at the equator, es-55
pecially in the Atlantic, is resonant at frequencies corresponding to basin modes (Cane56
& Moore, 1981; Brandt et al., 2016), which is also true for the EDJ (e.g., d’Orgeville et57
al., 2007; Ascani et al., 2015; Matthießen et al., 2015, 2017). The period of the gravest58
of these resonant basin modes, Tn, is set by the time it takes for a Kelvin wave to prop-59
agate across the basin, be reflected as the gravest long Rossby wave and propagate back60
to the western boundary, i.e.61
Tn =
4L
cn
(1)62
where L is the width of the basin, n is the vertical normal mode in question, and cn is63
the gravity wave phase speed for that vertical normal mode. Because of the dependence64
on the width of the basin, the EDJ in the Pacific vary on considerably longer time scales65
than those in the Indian or Atlantic Oceans (Youngs & Johnson, 2015). We will focus66
on the Atlantic EDJ in this article, where, in observations, the EDJ period is approx-67
imately 4.5 years (Bunge et al., 2008; Brandt et al., 2011), and their vertical structure68
is best described by the 15th baroclinic mode (Brandt et al., 2008).69
Observations of the Atlantic equatorial deep jets show that their vertical phase prop-70
agation is directed downward. Assuming linear wave theory, this implies upward group71
velocity, i.e. upward energy propagation, also shown in a nonlinear model simulation by72
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Matthießen et al. (2015). Consistent with this, variability at the dominant EDJ period73
has been found in different surface parameters in the eastern equatorial Atlantic region,74
including the sea surface temperature, winds, rainfall, and geostrophic surface currents75
(Brandt et al., 2011). Additionally, the EDJ influence oxygen concentrations in the in-76
termediate and deep ocean, both the variability and the mean state (Brandt et al., 2012,77
2015). Finally, the EDJ seem to have an influence on the time mean equatorial circu-78
lation. Ascani et al. (2015) have shown that there is nonlinear energy transfer between79
variability at EDJ scales and the mean zonal currents, possibly enhancing the zonal ex-80
change in the equatorial belt. The presence of zonal currents also strengthens the merid-81
ional gradients of potential vorticity (Claus et al., 2014), thereby reducing the merid-82
ional exchange of momentum, tracers and particles (Me´nesguen et al., 2009; Kiko et al.,83
2017).84
Despite the EDJs’ importance for ocean surface variables and deep ocean tracer85
distribution and variability, their driving mechanisms are not yet completely understood.86
Claus et al. (2016) showed that, apart from the excitation of the EDJ by barotropic in-87
stability of intraseasonal waves, as suggested by Hua et al. (2008), there must also be88
a mechanism maintaining the EDJ against dissipation directly in their depth range. They89
argue that given realistic dissipation values, in the absence of forcing, the EDJ energy90
cannot vertically propagate a much larger distance than the EDJs’ vertical wavelength91
(Claus et al., 2016). A likely mechanism for the EDJ maintenance at depth has recently92
been proposed by Greatbatch et al. (2018). They showed that there is a positive corre-93
lation of the slowly varying zonal velocity associated with the EDJ and the convergence94
of the meridional flux of intraseasonal zonal momentum. The explanation they propose95
is that the EDJ deform intraseasonal waves such that the convergence of the intrasea-96
sonal momentum flux becomes nonzero and reinforces the deep jets, comparable to the97
deformation of eddies in the atmospheric jet stream and the accompanying momentum98
flux convergence.99
In this study, we explore the effect of introducing the intraseasonal momentum flux100
convergence (IMFC) associated with the EDJ, which we diagnose from an idealized, wind-101
forced model of the tropical Atlantic, as the only momentum forcing into the same model102
without wind. We can show that it is possible to generate EDJ with realistic amplitude103
by prescribing the IMFC, corroborating the theory put forward by Greatbatch et al. (2018)104
that the IMFC likely is the key mechanism responsible for the EDJ maintenance at depth.105
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Additionally we can show that, in our idealized model, the EDJ nonlinearly generate time106
mean zonal flow in the EDJ depth range, confirming the results of Ascani et al. (2015).107
The mean zonal circulation that is driven by the EDJ in our model exhibits similarities108
in structure to the observed mean flow at intermediate depth in the equatorial Atlantic.109
Section 2 provides a description of the model and our experiment setup. The results are110
presented in Section 3, and summarized and discussed in Section 4.111
2 Model and Methods112
2.1 Model Description and Setup113
The results shown in this study have been obtained with an idealized ocean model114
of the tropical Atlantic basin. We use the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean115
(NEMO) Version 3.6 (Madec et al., 2017). Our basic setup is inspired by the model se-116
tups described in Ascani et al. (2015) and Matthießen et al. (2015).117
Our rectangular model basin with closed boundaries extends from 20◦S to 20◦N118
and over a width of 55◦, mimicking the width of the Atlantic Ocean at the equator. The119
basin is 5000 m deep with a flat bottom. The horizontal resolution is 0.25◦×0.25◦, whereas120
the vertical resolution is, with 200 levels, considerably finer at depth than that usually121
employed in ocean models to enable the simulation of EDJ. The vertical mixing scheme122
is Richardson number dependent, following Pacanowski and Philander (1981). We ini-123
tialize the model with vertical temperature and salinity profiles from the World Ocean124
Atlas 2018 (Locarnini et al., 2019; Zweng et al., 2019). For more details see the Support-125
ing Information.126
2.2 Experiment Design127
We run this idealized model configuration twice (summarized in Figure 1). For the128
first run, named Sim-WIND in the following, we force the model at the surface with steady,129
zonally averaged wind stress calculated from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et130
al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001). With the wind forcing, both intraseasonal waves and equa-131
torial deep jets with the same period as found in observations (4.5 years) are present in132
the model, and the suggested mechanism for maintaining the EDJ through distortion133
of the intraseasonal waves from Greatbatch et al. (2018) can come into effect (see left134
panel of Figure 1). From Sim-WIND we diagnose at every grid point in the basin the135
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the model experiment design.
intraseasonal momentum flux convergence (IMFC) that is associated with the EDJ (i.e. the136
4.5-year Fourier component of −∂(u′v′)/∂y, where the overbar/prime denotes variabil-137
ity on time scales larger/smaller than 70 days). The second model run, named Sim-IMFC,138
is only forced with the diagnosed IMFC, that is, the term is added to the zonal momen-139
tum equation at every time step (see right panel of Figure 1). By adding the term to the140
equation rather than applying a relaxation scheme, we ensure that our forcing does not141
interfere with other model dynamics.142
2.3 Argo Analysis143
We use deep velocity data calculated from Argo float measurements by Lebedev144
et al. (2007), covering a time period of nearly 20 years (2000–2019), for an estimation145
of the mean zonal flow field at 1000 m depth in the equatorial Atlantic. The Argo data146
have been spatially smoothed and corrected for sampling bias associated with the pres-147
ence of EDJ before taking the time mean, using methods of Edelson and Krolik (1988),148
Lomb (1976), and Scargle (1982). For details see the Supporting Information.149
3 Results150
3.1 Generation of EDJ by Intraseasonal Momentum Flux Convergence151
The characteristics of the EDJ that develop in our idealized model simulations can152
be seen in Figure 2. For a comparison of the modeled EDJ to observations the reader153
is referred to the Supporting Information; here, it is sufficient to say that the main char-154
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acteristics of the Atlantic EDJ are well represented in our model. The EDJ that emerge155
through our internal forcing with the intraseasonal momentum flux convergence are very156
similar to those in the wind-forced simulation, at least between approximately 400 and157
1800 m depth (below that, the diagnosed IMFC is weak, resulting in weak EDJ in Sim-158
IMFC). The most striking differences between the simulations are the missing near-surface159
circulation (e.g. the EUC) due to the lack of wind forcing, and the strong reduction of160
variability on frequencies other than the EDJ frequency in Sim-IMFC. Both differences161
are intended and due to our experiment design (recall, in particular, that Sim-IMFC is162
forced at a single period of 4.5 years). Panels c and d show the time series of zonal ve-163
locity projected onto the dominant vertical mode. The EDJ in both model simulations164
have similar amplitudes, although the amplitude shows more fluctuation in Sim-WIND165
because of the superposition with variability on different time scales. In Panels e and166
f, amplitude spectra of the zonal velocity, projected onto vertical normal modes, at the167
center of the model basin are shown. The spectral energy is clearly centered around the168
gravest equatorial basin mode (cf. Eq. 1 and the solid black line in the figure), and the169
EDJ (cf. dashed black line) represent a prominent peak.170
Although the temporal and vertical (and zonal, not shown) structures of the EDJ171
in both simulations are similar, the meridional structure is different – in Sim-IMFC, the172
EDJ are significantly narrower than in Sim-WIND. We attribute the difference in EDJ173
width to the missing influence of the wind and associated variability in Sim-IMFC and174
the related changes in effective momentum viscosity (cf. Greatbatch et al., 2012), be-175
cause it is not connected to the structure of the forcing itself. However, this is a topic176
that requires further research.177
It was already noted by Greatbatch et al. (2018) that the structure and magnitude178
of the intraseasonal momentum flux convergence agrees well with the estimates of Claus179
et al. (2016) regarding the forcing necessary to maintain the EDJ at depth. This is also180
true for our simulations: The IMFC varying at the EDJ frequency that we diagnosed from181
Sim-WIND has an amplitude of up to 4·10−9 m s−2 at the equator, which is consistent182
with both Claus et al. (2016) and Greatbatch et al. (2018). The fact that this IMFC forc-183
ing alone can, in our model, drive and maintain EDJ that are reasonably realistic in am-184
plitude and structure, strongly supports the idea proposed by Greatbatch et al. (2018)185
based on theoretical considerations that the IMFC is the key process maintaining the186
EDJ at depth.187
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Figure 2. EDJ in the two model runs; Sim-WIND on the left (a, c and e) and Sim-IMFC on
the right (b, d and f). Panels a and b show Hovmo¨ller diagrams of zonal velocity on the equa-
tor in the center of the model basin. Panels c and d show time series of zonal velocity projected
onto the 19th vertical normal mode (one of the dominant modes of the EDJ, cf. Panels e and f)
at the center of the basin. The associated structure functions from both model runs are shown
on the right. Panels e and f show amplitude spectra of zonal velocity at the center of the basin,
calculated after the decomposition of the velocity into vertical normal modes. The gravest equa-
torial basin mode resonance curve is drawn in solid black. The dashed black line indicates the
dominant EDJ frequency.
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3.2 Influence on the Time Mean Zonal Flow188
As can be seen from Figure 2f, variability on frequencies different from the forc-189
ing frequency is generated nonlinearly in Sim-IMFC. Particularly interesting is the gen-190
eration of time mean zonal flow from the EDJ variability (at the zero frequency in the191
spectrum). Figure 3a-c shows the time mean zonal velocity at 1000 m depth, from both192
model runs as well as Argo float data (Lebedev et al., 2007). Note that the color range193
is scaled by a factor of 5 for Sim-IMFC. In the model, the structure of the mean zonal194
flow is very similar at all depths where the EDJ are strong, i.e. between approximately195
400 and 1800 m. The mean zonal flow at depth in Sim-WIND is dominated by westward196
flow on the equator and eastward flow approximately 2◦ north and south of the equa-197
tor in the western half of the basin. This structure is also found from Argo data in the198
western basin. The strong westward flow on the equator and the flanking eastward jets199
at about 2◦N/S are usually described as the central part of the equatorial intermediate200
current system both in the Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean (EICS, cf. e.g. Ascani et al.,201
2010; Cravatte et al., 2012, 2017; Me´nesguen et al., 2019), and have been suggested to202
originate from dissipation associated with the breaking of downward propagating equa-203
torial Yanai waves by Ascani et al. (2010).204
The mean zonal flow that is generated nonlinearly by the EDJ in Sim-IMFC also205
displays this characteristic structure with one jet on the equator flanked by reversed jets206
to the north and south; here, however, including a mid-basin change of sign that has also207
been noted by Ascani et al. (2015). In the western part of the basin between 45◦W and208
about 30◦W, the generated mean flow is westward on the equator and eastward to the209
north and south, whereas in the central and eastern parts of the basin between about210
25◦W and 5◦W there is eastward flow on the equator, flanked by weak westward cur-211
rent bands. The EDJ thus seem to strengthen the equatorial westward and flanking east-212
ward flow that Ascani et al. (2010) attributed to downward propagating Yanai wave beams213
in the west of the basin, but counteract it in the central and eastern basin.214
Interestingly, a similar mid-basin change of current direction can also be seen in215
the Argo data. The westward flow on the equator only extends into about one third of216
the basin and is superseded by eastward flow in some regions close to the center of the217
basin, resembling the structure of the mean zonal flow generated by the EDJ in Sim-IMFC.218
This suggests that the Atlantic EDJ play a role in establishing the mean zonal current219
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direction on the equator, in the central basin possibly even reversing the otherwise pre-220
dominantly westward flow that has so far been considered the central branch of the EICS.221
The magnitude of the flow generated by the EDJ in our model only amounts to at222
most half of the total time mean zonal velocity measured by Argo around the equator223
in the center of the basin. This is therefore not enough to explain the Argo mean veloc-224
ity field. However, it is difficult from our idealized model study to infer the exact mag-225
nitude of the mean flow that would be generated from the EDJ in the real ocean – for226
example, the amplitude of the EDJ in our model simulations is rather small (see Fig-227
ure S5 in the Supporting Information). Because of the nonlinearity of the time mean zonal228
flow generation, the real Atlantic EDJ might, with a slightly larger amplitude, generate229
much stronger mean currents. We have tested the effect of different IMFC forcing am-230
plitudes and thus different EDJ strengths in additional model runs, confirming a larger231
than linear increase of the mean flow amplitude with linearly increasing EDJ amplitude232
(shown in the Supporting Information). The structure of the generated mean flow, how-233
ever, stays the same for different EDJ amplitudes.234
Figure 3d/e shows the dominant terms of the nonlinear energy transfer from the235
EDJ to the time mean zonal circulation in Sim-IMFC, averaged over different areas around236
the equator. Consistent with the results of Ascani et al. (2015), the transfer of energy237
from EDJ to mean zonal flow mainly occurs through the term −∂(u′u′)/∂x, whereas some,238
but less, energy is transferred from the mean flow to the EDJ through −∂(u′v′)/∂y (the239
overbar denoting the time mean, the prime deviations from the time mean including mainly240
the EDJ; not to be confused with the IMFC, where the separation of time scales was be-241
tween intraseasonal and longer than intraseasonal). The energy transfer is largest close242
to the equator, but the sign is consistent over almost all averaging areas. The fact that243
−∂(u′u′)/∂x is the responsible term for the energy transfer from EDJ to mean flow agrees244
with the zonal structure of the generated mean flow, in particular its mid-basin change245
of direction.246
4 Summary and Discussion247
In this study, we have shown that it is possible to drive realistic equatorial deep248
jets (EDJ) in an idealized ocean model by forcing only with the convergence of the merid-249
ional flux of intraseasonal zonal momentum that is associated with the EDJ in the mo-250
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Figure 3. Time mean zonal velocity at 1000 m depth from Argo (Lebedev et al., 2007, Panel
a) and from the model runs (Panels b and c). Panels d and e show the time and space averaged
nonlinear power input from EDJ into mean zonal flow from Sim-IMFC. The power input through
−∂(u′w′)/∂z (not shown) is negligible compared to the other two terms. The overline here de-
notes a time average, whereas the prime denotes all deviations from this time average (i.e. mainly
the EDJ). The inset in Panel d shows the averaging areas corresponding to the color-coded
curves in Panels d and e, the filled dark grey curve is the average over all five colored areas.
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mentum equation. We have also shown that, in our model, the EDJ nonlinearly gener-251
ate time mean zonal flow that shows similarities in structure to the mean flow measured252
by Argo floats at 1000 m depth along the equator.253
The EDJ are stacked zonal jets with large vertical and small zonal wavenumbers254
in the deep equatorial oceans that propagate downwards with time, the entire system255
resembling a resonant equatorial basin mode associated with high vertical baroclinic modes.256
Apart from their excitation mechanisms that have been the topic of research for some257
time, one interesting feature of the EDJs’ dynamics is the question of how they are main-258
tained against dissipation after their initial generation. Claus et al. (2016) argued that259
there must be a local forcing process at work in the depth range of the EDJ in order for260
the EDJ to retain their amplitude over several vertical wavelengths. Greatbatch et al.261
(2018) suggested that this process could be the deformation of intraseasonal waves by262
the EDJ, which they argue leads to convergence of the meridional flux of intraseasonal263
zonal momentum (referred to as intraseasonal momentum flux convergence, IMFC, here),264
reinforcing the EDJ. As shown by Greatbatch et al. (2018), the magnitude of the IMFC265
associated with the EDJ agrees well with that of the necessary local forcing amplitude266
as derived by Claus et al. (2016), making this mechanism a plausible candidate for the267
EDJ maintenance at depth.268
With this study, we were able to confirm the theory proposed by Greatbatch et al.269
(2018) by showing that the IMFC can actually drive sufficiently strong EDJ in an ide-270
alized ocean model. We diagnosed the IMFC varying at the EDJ frequency from a model271
configuration that is able to simulate EDJ; a rectangular tropical Atlantic basin model272
driven by steady wind forcing. Applying the diagnosed IMFC as momentum forcing to273
a companion model without any other forcing (i.e. without wind) yields EDJ that are274
very similar in their main characteristics to those arising in the wind-forced model, in275
particular, they reach a similar amplitude. Our results thus strongly corroborate the the-276
ory put forward by Greatbatch et al. (2018) that the IMFC is largely responsible for main-277
taining the EDJ.278
One thing to bear in mind concerning our modelling approach is that the gener-279
ation of the EDJ, in reality, does not happen through IMFC as in our simulation. In the280
real ocean, the momentum forcing through the IMFC only kicks in when the EDJ are281
already there and strong enough to distort intraseasonal equatorial waves. How the EDJ282
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are generated in the first place is an ongoing topic of research, but it is generally thought283
that they originate from a number of different mechanisms that involve instabilities in284
the upper ocean currents and the deep western boundary currents, which excite deep equa-285
torial intraseasonal variability that rectifies into the EDJ basin modes (e.g., d’Orgeville286
et al., 2007; Hua et al., 2008; Ascani et al., 2010, 2015; Me´nesguen et al., 2019).287
Interestingly, in the model configuration that we forced only with IMFC varying288
at the EDJ frequency, variability also on other time scales appears – in particular there289
is time mean flow that is generated nonlinearly from the EDJ variability. This has al-290
ready been shown by Ascani et al. (2015) for specific EDJ basin modes, and indeed we291
can show that in our simulation the energy is transferred from EDJ to mean zonal flow292
mainly through the zonal self-advection of the EDJ, corroborating their results.293
The mean zonal flow at intermediate depths that is generated by the EDJ in our294
model is westward in the western third of the basin, but otherwise predominantly east-295
ward on the equator, in the opposite direction to the mean westward equatorial flow that296
has been suggested to be driven by downward propagating, dissipating Yanai wave beams297
(Ascani et al., 2010) and usually thought to be the central part of the system of low-mode,298
latitudinally alternating zonal jets in the tropical oceans often called the equatorial in-299
termediate current system (EICS, e.g. Ascani et al., 2010; Cravatte et al., 2017; Me´nesguen300
et al., 2019). Indeed, Argo observations from 1000 m depth in the Atlantic show that on301
the equator, the mean zonal velocity is clearly westward only in approximately the west-302
ern third of the basin and becomes eastward in some places around the basin center. Our303
results thus suggest that the Atlantic EDJ play a role in establishing the mean zonal cur-304
rent direction on the equator. However, this effect might be important only in the equa-305
torial Atlantic Ocean. In the Pacific, the mean zonal flow at intermediate depth appears306
to be westward throughout most of the basin (e.g. Cravatte et al., 2017), indicating that307
here, the influence of the EDJ is not strong enough to reverse the current direction. This308
is consistent with the fact that the Atlantic EDJ are significantly stronger than those309
in the Pacific and Indian Oceans (e.g. Youngs & Johnson, 2015). It is also consistent with310
the much larger basin width, i.e. zonal extent of the EDJ, in the Pacific, because the trans-311
fer of energy to the mean flow depends on the zonal gradient of EDJ strength which is312
likely small over a larger part of the central Pacific compared to the central Atlantic. East-313
ward flow along the equator as part of the system of latitudinally alternating zonal jets314
has also been simulated by Qiu et al. (2013) as the result of nonlinear triad interactions315
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of annual baroclinic Rossby waves. However, it should be noted that they used a 112 -layer316
reduced-gravity model designed to simulate the off-equatorial zonal jets, not the equa-317
torial circulation. Also, the observed westward equatorial flow in the Pacific suggests that318
the mechanism that is at work in their model is of minor importance directly on the equa-319
tor.320
It is known that many global biogeochemical ocean models struggle with oxygen321
and nutrient distributions in the deep tropical oceans. In general, the oxygen minimum322
zones in the deep eastern ocean basins are larger in models than in reality, likely because323
the correct ventilation by the equatorial current system is missing (Dietze & Loeptien,324
2013; Getzlaff & Dietze, 2013). Associated with this, there is an excess of nutrients in325
these regions, usually termed “Nutrient Trapping” (Najjar et al., 1992). It has been shown326
before that the EDJ are responsible for ventilation of the eastern oxygen minimum zones327
(OMZ), albeit because of the asymmetry in oxygen production and consumption lead-328
ing to a net eastward oxygen flux due to advection by the EDJ themselves (Brandt et329
al., 2012). Our results make clear that the Atlantic EDJ likely additionally contribute330
to OMZ ventilation by generating eastward time mean flow along the equator. The fact331
that the EDJ are not usually represented in global ocean models thus constitutes a se-332
rious shortcoming, and we suggest that including them in ocean models could not only333
lead to a better representation of the variability, but also of the mean state of the equa-334
torial current system.335
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